
 

Bulls Service Break 2014 
On Sunday, March 8, my team and I set out on an adventure to learn, lead, and serve on a Bulls Service 
Break (BSB) trip to Atlanta, Georgia. This program, offered through the Center for Leadership and Civic 
Engagement (CLCE), has been in existence at USF since 2001. BSB is a unique experience that allows 
students to immerse themselves in off-campus communities and participate in service while learning 
about social injustices. Upon returning to campus to engage the Bull community in education and 
awareness, we would be only one of 18 trips that traveled with USF this year – a community of leaders 
consisting of 170 students, faculty and staff completing 5100 hours of service. 

I sought the opportunity to serve as a Staff Advisor as a chance to align my passions for social justice and 
setting USF Bulls up for success in their academic and professional endeavors. Packed into a 12-
passenger van, nine of us set off for the highways and hills of Atlanta to immerse ourselves in the 
diverse culture of a city few of us were familiar with. 

Engaging in a number of meaningful service projects became our daily focus and drive. The Medici 
Project, our local alternative break agency, matched us with various community partners that allowed us 
to explore the social justice issues surrounding public health, homelessness, and poverty. Touring the 
Center for Disease Control (CDC) offered our team insight into the disparities in health equity that exist 
on a national level in the U.S., as well as inspired us with knowledge of the history and advancement of 
disease control and education of our world’s past. This experience provided a greater understanding of 
our service at the Global Soap Project, a national non-profit foundation that recycles used soap from 
hotels and ships it to developing countries around the globe. Although “cleaning soap” may seem an 
oxymoron, our team had the opportunity to assist in the recycling and sorting process which ultimately 
provided pounds and pounds of soap that could help stop the spread of common illnesses and diseases 
with a simple wash of the hands. 

Through our nightly reflection discussions, our group made meaning in the bigger picture context of our 
service actions. Although we will likely never meet the soap’s recipients, our few hours that week in the 
Global Soap Project’s warehouse contributed to the health and wellness of potentially hundreds of 
others that we share the Earth with. Considering USF’s commitment to global citizenship, health, and 
wellness, we recognized our ability to save this soap from entering local landfills and how our actions 
will have a long-term effect on our global companions.  

Our learning that week, and in the weeks since then, has challenged us to consider ourselves in relation 
to the health inequities experienced in our country, and others. This newly embraced global social 
context, as well as the potential of our impact, has created new meaning to our purpose as USF Bulls. 
Our experience not only lived up to the program’s mission of “inspire[ing] lifelong action and 



friendships,” but has exceeded our expectations as a community of leaders. Because of BSB, we have 
become more holistic global citizens ready to serve the world with its varying needs through our 
professional endeavors. This sense of yearning expressed by my team has not only inspired me to 
continue serving, but has further extended the pride that I feel as a globally conscious member of the 
Bull community. I’m grateful to CLCE for the opportunity to advise our student team through this 
experience, and look forward to serving on BSB trips in the future.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nick Cubita, New Student Connections 
(813) 974-3863 


